Canonical and Non-Canonical Sensory Systems in Bacteria {#S1}
=======================================================

Bacteria face constant challenges in their changing environments. Nonetheless, bacteria can adapt and ensure their survival by employing several strategies. They can modify their cellular activities and, for instance, suppress the synthesis of certain proteins, or in turn they can produce enzymes that are required to metabolize available nutrients. Additionally, some bacteria can transition into more resistant phases (i.e., spores) in the absence of appropriate nutrition ([@B4]). Another important strategy is flagella-driven motility, entailing the sensing of environmental cues and displacement of the cell to more favorable environments ([@B132]). These adaptation means are arguably analogous to the "flight or fight" responses described in higher animals ([@B88]; [@B141]).

Vast repertoires of sensory systems that mediate these diverse and temporally distinct responses have evolved in bacteria. Well-characterized kinase-dependent systems important for sensing and signaling are two-component systems (TCSs), consisting of a sensor kinase or multi-kinase networks ([@B44]) and a corresponding response regulator ([@B25]; [@B57]; [@B183]; [@B170]). TCSs allow bacteria to sense a wide range of stimuli and induce a multitude of downstream effects, ultimately affecting gene expression ([@B48]; [@B33]). Usually, bacteria encode a variety of different sensor kinases and TCSs, and the diversity and number of kinases can vary enormously between species, as they match the different needs within bacteria habitats ([@B5]; [@B87]; [@B132]; [@B44]).

Canonical TCSs comprise one or several regulatory kinases and a cognate response regulator, which is phosphorylated upon sensor activation ([@B18]; [@B57]; [@B33]). Canonical sensors can be membrane-bound as valid for most sensor kinases ([@B18]; [@B33]; [@B106]), periplasmic ([@B162]; [@B169]; [@B104]; [@B103]), or cytoplasmic ([@B47]; [@B124]). A widely studied specific example of TCS is the bacterial chemotactic sensory module, consisting of a transmembrane sensing unit, the histidine kinase CheA and the basic signaling protein CheY ([@B82]; [@B132]; [@B130]). This system governs bacterial motility by modulating flagellar rotation and swimming direction over time, triggered by input from specialized taxis sensors ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![General scheme of the canonical chemotactic sensing and signaling pathway in the bacterial membrane for governing motility functions, which are also accessible for protein activity sensing. Receptor proteins associate in large complexes of trimers of dimers, spanning the inner membrane toward the cytoplasm. In the cytoplasm, the receptors associate with the histidine kinase CheA and the adaptor protein CheW. Upon stimulus binding, CheA autophosphorylates. Subsequently the response regulator protein CheY activates and translocates the information to the flagella motor proteins, ultimately inducing a change in the direction of flagella rotation (dotted lines) or flagellar speed. The chemotaxis components, and flagellar basal body proteins, for instance the FlhA and FliM proteins, also provide a regulatory platform for diverse activity inputs and protein-protein interactions (symbolized by X). Phosphorylated CheY can be dephosphorylated for signal termination by various proteins, for instance CheZ. CM, cytoplasmic membrane; P, phosphoryl group. CW -- clockwise; CCW -- counterclockwise (for the direction of flagellar rotation). The top of the panel points to the outside of the bacterial envelope.](fmicb-10-03055-g001){#F1}

We would also like to mention quorum sensing as one important subsystem of bacterial sensory activity. Quorum sensing is mediated by autoinducer (AI) molecules in concert with specific receptors, which allow bacteria to communicate in a population \[summarized in two recent reviews ([@B128]; [@B168])\]. The first major family of AI receptors comprises the transmembrane dimeric receptors which phosphorylate a DNA-binding response regulator, similar to canonical TCS. AI receptors of a second major family are cytoplasmic (LuxR-type family) and bear similarity to DNA-binding response regulators ([@B128]). All quorum sensing modules seem to directly link exclusively to transcriptional regulation.

In addition to these well-characterized sensory systems and families, an increasing number of reports highlight the importance of *protein activity sensing* ([@B101]). These non-canonical sensory processes can link to canonical sensory modules and their importance and means of action are the focus of this review.

Non-canonical sensory processes involve protein conformational changes and, frequently, specific protein-protein interactions, which affect the downstream signaling relays and can also feed into the known kinase pathways. Furthermore, several accessory proteins of important functions in non-canonical sensing have been uncovered, including examples of proteins whose activity is sensed as an input signal of a signaling cascade. In the next paragraphs we focus primarily on recent examples which illustrate that changes in protein functionality and conformation at any given moment can be of specific importance for non-canonical sensing processes, which particularly regulate metabolism and motility, and in some cases, even act entirely independently of a TCS.

Regulatory Influence of Membrane Transport Proteins and Intracellular Protein Activities in Metabolic Homeostasis and Antibacterial Resistance {#S2}
==============================================================================================================================================

The concept of co-opting accessory proteins such as transport proteins for sensory purposes in the downstream activation of TCSs has been described in several bacterial species, primarily *Escherichia coli* and *Bacillus subtilis* (see below). These co-regulatory processes frequently involve the maintenance of metabolic homeostasis. Mostly, they occur at the bacterial membrane, involving transport proteins of metabolically important substrates and their regulation, thus playing a role in the co-regulation of metabolic functions by membrane-bound TCSs. Some protein activities, possibly linked to freely diffusing metabolic substrates, also contribute to cytoplasmic sensing as highlighted below.

Most classes of antibacterial compounds act on conserved central metabolic functions which directly or indirectly threaten bacterial survival and proliferation. Therefore, the maintenance of metabolic homeostasis and antimicrobial resistance mechanisms are tightly interconnected. A novel mode of protein activity sensing, termed *flux sensing*, involves protein conformational changes upstream of a TCS cascade ([@B45]). In the study that first described and named this mechanism, the authors determined that the cue sensed by the bacteria is the presence of the antibiotic bacitracin. Bacitracin acts on the bacterial cell wall, and thereby indirectly impairs physiological functions of the bacterial cell ([@B27]). The presence of bacitracin is not sensed directly by a receptor, but indirectly, via the activity of the ABC transporter BceAB of *B. subtilis*, which is located in the bacterial membrane and mediates antibiotic resistance by driving the efflux of bacitracin ([@B15]; [@B37]; [@B45]). Upon activation of the transporter by its substrate, BceAB directly interacts with the histidine kinase BceS of the TCS BceS/BceR. The external and cytoplasmic levels of the antibiotic bacitracin influence the activity of the ABC transporter proteins BceAB and as a direct consequence, regulate transcription of its own genes via the downstream signaling mediated by the TCS BceS/BceR ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B38]; [@B45]). After the sensing process is initiated and upon activation by the kinase, the response regulator BceR binds DNA in order to increase the transcription of the transporter genes and other related functions ([@B45]; [@B133]).

![Membrane transport functions involved in bacterial protein activity or flux sensing for metabolic homeostasis. **(A)** Flux-sensing by the BceRS-BceAB system described in *B. subtilis* for detoxification of bacitracin. The transporter proteins BceAB sense bacitracin, and such activity influences activation of the kinase BceS, which in turn activates the response regulator protein BceR. Active BceR recruits RNA polymerase for the transcription of genes required for the synthesis of more transporter proteins needed for detoxification of the cell. Thus, changes in the activity of the transporters is signaled from BceS to BceR, and the amount of BceR-P is proportional to the bacitracin load on the transporters. In this way, the transporter proteins are both, the sensor and the means for antibiotic resistance. **(B)** Sensing of external phosphate in *E. coli* via PhoR-PhoB. The phosphate transporter complex PstCAB perceives external phosphate levels. Phosphate binds to the transporter complex, which then transfers this information to the histidine kinase PhoR via the chaperone protein PhoU. In its default state, PhoR autophosphorylates and subsequently transfers the phosphoryl group to the response regulator protein, PhoB. However, upon phosphate binding to PstS, phosphorylation of PhoR and thus PhoB is inhibited, resulting in a concomitant decrease of the transcription of the *pho* regulon. **(C)** Sensor switch of DcuS-DcuR or DctS-DctR in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, respectively. Sensing of C4-dicarboxylate compounds occurs indirectly through the kinase DcuS, which complexes with transport proteins, in this example DctA and the accessory protein DcuB. Complexing of the transport protein and DcuS activates kinase activity, initiating the phoshorelay to the response regulator protein, DcuR, and ultimately inducing expression of genes for the synthesis of more transporter proteins that will eventually complex with the kinase for an increased uptake of C4-dicarboxylates. Several genes important for the synthesis of proteins required to degrade external C4-dicarboxylates are under the control of this switch; however, for simplicity only *dcuB* is shown. **(D)** Regulatory interplay between LysP and CadC. In the presence of lysine (K) at low pH (≤5.8) the lysine permease LysP interaction with the sensor protein CadC is prevented, allowing the release of CadC, which in turn induces the expression of *cadAB*. Red arrows indicate the direction of transport. Box includes the color conventions of shared elements between systems. CM, cytoplasmic membrane; P, phosphoryl group. The top of each panel points to the outer face of the bacterial envelope.](fmicb-10-03055-g002){#F2}

Besides *B. subtilis*, similar complex activity sensing systems to detect the presence of antibiotics or antimicrobial peptides, exist in other Gram-positive *Firmicutes* ([@B125]; [@B31]; [@B38]; [@B117]). In fact, the impact of ABC transporters on TCS sensing may be widely distributed, in particular in the *Firmicutes*, where dozens of genes encoding for ABC transporters have been found in adjacent regions to, or even within, TCS operons ([@B102]; [@B158]; [@B38]; [@B53]; [@B52]).

Another example of transport-dependent metabolic regulation in Gram-negative bacteria is the *E. coli* ABC phosphate transporter PstSCAB, which indirectly co-regulates the activity of the histidine kinase PhoR, via the linker protein PhoU ([@B51]; [@B164]), which does not itself contribute to the transporter function. Experimental evidence suggests that physical interaction between the transporter subunit PstB, along with PhoR and the auxiliary protein PhoU, ensures that phosphate limitation or phosphate repletion conditions are correctly relayed to the response regulator PhoB ([@B51]; [@B165]). PhoR does not have a canonical periplasmic sensor domain. Instead PhoR is activated by the transporter complex PstSCAB via PhoU, and subsequently, activated PhoR relays information to the response regulator PhoB. In its phosphorylated state, PhoB activates gene expression of the *pho* regulon, including periplasmic alkaline phosphatase ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B66]). The default state of PhoB alone is a phosphorylated state, which can be modeled by deleting the genes encoding for the transporter proteins or *phoU*. Phosphate repletion in the presence of the ABC transporter then signals to induce phosphatase activation of the sensor kinase and dephosphorylation of PhoB ([@B166]).

Many bacteria preferentially utilize C4-carbohydrates in addition to hexoses for their metabolism. Among those, *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* C4 transporters are some of the best-characterized for auxiliary functions in signal transduction. In particular, the C4-dicarboxylate/orotate symporter DctA, which is a polarly localized non-ABC C4-carbohydrate transporter in *E. coli* ([@B144]; [@B163]) and similarly in *B. subtilis* ([@B56]; [@B55]), can form a sensory unit with a transmembrane sensor kinase. In *E. coli* this is the protein DcuS of the DcuS/DcuR TCS ([@B113]). Upon DcuS activation by DctA, the response regulator is activated, leading to the upregulation of the DctA transporter ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Activity of the transporter itself seems not to be required for the sensing process, but DctA presence alone can provide an activity switch for the sensor kinase ([@B151]). Kinase activity is dependent on the absolute protein levels of the transporter proteins, substrate availability and substrate binding to the transporter ([@B173]), which are in turn sufficient to lead to a DctA conformational change that is possibly the signal transmitted to the kinase.

A similar mechanism with a close association of signal transfer and signal conversion by a transporter has also been described for *E. coli* DcuB, an aerobically active fumarate/succinate C4 antiporter, which also directly interacts with and activates the histidine kinase DcuS ([@B129]; [@B84]; [@B83]; [@B172]; [@B152]; [@B173]). Under aerobic conditions, DcuB can replace anaerobically active DctA as co-sensor for the TCS, such that under both divergent conditions, appropriate target genes can be activated by the response regulator. Interestingly, when both *dctA* and *dcuB* are absent, the kinase DcuS is completely deregulated and in a constitutively active state, even if no C4 transport substrates are present ([@B83]).

In *B. subtilis*, the transporter DctA, an orthologous C4 transporter protein as the one reported in *E. coli*, activates the *B. subtilis* DctS/DctR TCS. In this case, a second accessory protein, DctB, which is a membrane co-receptor for C4-carbohydrates, has to be present as well to initiate the sensing process, probably acting as a tripartite sensory unit together with DctS and DctA, each binding at different domains of the sensory kinase ([@B55]).

Such co-regulatory mechanisms may not only be widespread for carbohydrate transporters, but also for amino acid transport proteins such as CadC, which is part of an *E. coli* one-component system that receives information on lysine availability from LysP, a lysine-specific membrane-associated amino acid permease ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B158]; [@B59]; [@B135]; [@B19]). When lysine is available and the cell is under stress due to low pH, the sensor protein CadC activates the expression of the *cadBA* genes. CadA is a lysine decarboxylase, while CadB acts as a lysine/cadaverine antiporter ([@B46]). Thus, lysine is converted to cadaverine via CadA-mediated decarboxylation reaction, which ultimately raises the intracellular pH. Meanwhile, CadB transports lysine into the cell and cadaverine out. The presence of lysine is transduced to CadC via LysP ([@B159]; [@B135]). LysP inhibits the dimerization of CadC under non-inducing conditions, but when the external pH drops, CadC undergoes structural modifications that permit its binding and consequent activation of the *cadBA* operon ([@B59], [@B60]; [@B91]; [@B22]).

One example of protein activity sensing concerning the membrane but not immediately involved in transport evolved with the nitrate sensor NtrB in *E. coli* ([@B23]). The NtrB activating system is indirectly associated with ammonium transport and has recently been termed a "Level and Activity Proportional Integral" (LA-PI) sensor-controller, optimized for performance under stepwise changing environmental conditions ([@B99]). Specifically, the LA-PI pattern of feedback control refers to a specific feedback system which acts by both, transcriptional and post-translational, feedback regulation toward the same regulatory protein (any given biomolecular control protein), which thereby acts as a proportional integral (PI) controller ([@B99]). Modeling of the feedback response of active sensory proteins to their substrates demonstrated that indeed feedback control plays an important role in the response by various sensors ([@B99]). Chemotactic responses have been modeled as direct zero integral feedback control ([@B39]).

The intracellular kinase NtrB is connected physically to the regulatory PII protein GlnB and controls, among others, the biogenesis and activity of the AmtB ammonium importer ([@B67]; [@B99]). The bifunctional glutamine-sensing protein GlnD uridylates GlnB and thereby regulates GlnB conformation and direct GlnB-NtrB binding ([@B181]). During states of high intracellular ammonium concentration, GlnB in complex with NtrB represses transporter activity and transcriptional activation of downstream genes via the response regulator NtrC ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B182]; [@B67]). In order to initiate the transcription of genes required for nitrogen assimilation, the phosphorylated form of NtrC binds DNA. Ultimately this interaction facilitates access of the RNA polymerase subunits to the promoter region ([@B63]). Similar signaling pathways also exist in other bacteria, such as *Sinorhizobium meliloti*, *Rhodospirillum rubrum*, and *Azospirillum brasilense* ([@B181]; [@B68]; [@B61]).

![Activity sensing in intracellular bacterial functions related to metabolism. **(A)** Nitrogen stress response in *E. coli*. At low nitrogen levels, GlnD uridylates GlnB. GlnB-UMP subsequently activates the TCS NtrB/NtrC. The intracellular kinase NtrB autophosphorylates, and in turn phosphorylates the DNA-binding transcriptional regulator NtrC; activation of NtrC is needed for the transcription of several genes, including *amtB*. **(B)** Transcription control switch of the general stress response in alphaproteobacteria. Stress sensing activates autophosphorylation of the histidine kinase, which in turn phosphorylates the regulator protein PhyR. Phosphorylation of PhyR induces its conformational change, allowing the sequestration of the anti-sigma factor NepR, consecutively releasing the transcriptional regulator sigma-EcfG, which permits the transcription of general stress response genes. **(C)** H~2~ sensing in *R. eutropha*. Expression of genes required for the synthesis of hydrogenases is controlled via sensing of molecular hydrogen by the intracellular Ni^2+^Fe^2+^ hydrogenases HoxB and HoxC, which then interact presumably with the histidine kinase HoxJ. HoxJ, when activated by HoxBC, prevents HoxA-mediated transcription of several hydrogenase genes (horizontal line). HK, histidine kinase; RNAP, RNA polymerase; CM, cytoplasmic membrane; P, phosphoryl group; UMP, Uridine monophosphate group. The top of panel **B** points to the outer face of the bacterial envelope.](fmicb-10-03055-g003){#F3}

More complex activity sensing can also involve anti-sigma factors, which generally require conformational change to associate or disassociate with their cognate binding proteins. One common sensory module involves the interaction between the response regulator PhyR and the anti-sigma factor NepR of *Caulobacter crescentus*. Kinase activation upon stress sensing permits phosphorylation of PhyR. Activation of PhyR induces its conformational change that permits binding of the anti-sigma factor NepR; this in turn allows the release of the sigma factor EcfG and the consequent transcription of general stress response genes ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B62]; [@B43]). This system is widespread amongst alphaproteobacteria and controls the general stress response ([@B43]).

In order to illustrate that protein activity sensing can also be crucial for exclusively intracellular sensory capacities, we highlight the hydrogenase HoxBC of *Ralstonia eutropha*. The HoxBC complex converts hydrogen into protons and electrons and acts as a cytoplasmic hydrogen sensor in connection with the histidine kinase HoxJ and the regulator protein HoxA. HoxA acts as the main DNA-binding transcriptional activator of hydrogenase genes found within several operons present in *R. eutropha* ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B24]; [@B77]). The exact sensory mechanism is still under investigation, but likely involves enzyme activity changes under conditions of oxidative stress. Oxidation can cause structural alterations to the iron-sulfur clusters present in HoxBC ([@B96]), which is likely to lead to protein conformational changes or unfolding, which might then indirectly mediate hydrogen sensing. The differential interaction of the HoxBC complex with the kinase HoxJ is supposed to play a role in this sensing mechanism ([@B24]). This alternative display of two divergent functions is not unique of these proteins, as it has been shown for other proteins such as the cytoplasmic enzyme aconitase in *E. coli*, *Helicobacter pylori* and other organisms ([@B81]), which will be discussed in detail further ahead.

Altogether, these examples not only point at the major role of non-canonical sensory proteins in the activation of one and TCSs, they also highlight the relevance of activity sensing in the regulatory responses to diverse extra- and intracellular stimuli. Transport proteins as well as intracellular sensors not only mediate the activation of response regulator units, their activity also coordinates transcriptional regulation of downstream components that ultimately control the cellular response to antibiotics or metabolic maintenance. We speculate that the possibility to elicit a response via protein activity sensing could attend to the need for subtle but rapid changes in the face of continuous environmental challenges. This could have led to an evolutionary selection of protein activity sensing, which seems to convey a larger flexibility to the regulatory modules.

Protein-Protein Interaction Sensing in Flagellar Assembly Regulation {#S3}
====================================================================

The expression of flagellar genes in various bacteria is organized in a complex regulatory hierarchy. Although the number and organization of flagellar genes in the genome varies between bacterial genera, some analogies in hierarchical structure and feedback mechanisms are maintained ([@B26]). This hierarchical structure can include the (σ80) housekeeping sigma factor as well as the subordinate regulators σ54 and σ28 for middle and late flagellar genes, and further regulators, such as the anti-σ28 factor FlgM. FlgM provides the last assembly feedback step, which releases the late sigma factor FliA to produce late flagellar structural proteins such as the flagellins if the flagellar basal body and hook are completed ([@B26]). For instance, in the Epsilon-proteobacterium *H. pylori*, which has a three-tiered regulatory hierarchy of flagellar expression and assembly, including three sigma factors and a FlgM feedback loop ([@B121]), researchers have found that several flagellar structural proteins are involved in flagellar regulation. These proteins include the basal body component FlhA, an essential part of the basal body and the assembly platform ([@B145]; [@B142]; [@B108], [@B109]; [@B157]) as well as FlhF, considered a signal recognition particle (SRP)-like protein important for flagellar localization ([@B9]; [@B80]; [@B86]); additionally the TCSs FlgS-FlgR and ArsS-ArsR are involved ([@B131]; [@B94]; [@B100]; [@B178]).

These components, together with their known transcription factors, contribute to an expression cascade, which allows the coordinated buildup of the complex flagellar structure ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), involving early (class 1), intermediate (class 2 and 3), and late (class 3) flagellar genes ([@B121]; [@B90]). It is well established in various species that a deficiency of *flhA* by directed mutagenesis leads to the downregulation of numerous middle and late flagellar transcripts ([@B110]; [@B121]; [@B160]; [@B11]).

In Enterobacteriaceae as well as in Epsilon-proteobacteria, late FlhA-dependent regulatory events involve the anti-sigma factor FlgM, whereby the disruption of the flagellar secretion process directly impacts on late gene regulation ([@B75]; [@B142]; [@B26]). However, it is not known how flagellar structural proteins such as FlhA can contribute to flagellar type III secretion-independent regulation events of earlier expressed genes (class 2 flagellar genes). FlhA is known to harbor a critical patch of charged amino acid residues in a cytoplasmic loop which can influence its conformation ([@B42]). In *H. pylori*, the expression of intermediate (class 2 and class 3) flagellar genes is regulated by the cytoplasmic TCS FlgS-FlgR and its impact on σ54-dependent transcription ([@B121]). The signal sensed by the cytoplasmic sensor histidine kinase FlgS and which initiates middle (class 2) flagellar gene expression is currently unknown. Recent studies indicated that FlhA of *H. pylori* directly interacts with cytoplasmic FlgS ([@B160]). This protein-protein interaction might be of particular importance to the cytoplasmic sensory activity of FlgS and its downstream regulation via the response regulator FlgR, and may subsequently serve to maintain a functional flagellar assembly ([@B160]). The same group has also demonstrated that the N-terminal domain of FlhA was sufficient for the σ54-dependent expression of the middle flagellar genes ([@B161]), while it was not sufficient to mediate flagellar assembly and secretion. Since the direct interaction between FlgS and FlhA did not cause downstream signaling via FlgR phosphorylation in a reconstituted system *in vitro*, this protein-protein interaction may not be functional alone, but may be just one component of a larger, functional, protein complex involving other regulatory proteins ([@B160]). The response regulator FlgR can act as a transcriptional activator without its cognate sensor kinase and is constitutively active in the absence of phosphorylation. Phosphorylation might therefore serve to modulate its activity or alter its range of transcriptional targets. Interestingly, the FlgS-FlgR pair do not only regulate motility genes but also metabolic functions ([@B121]), which may provide a functional coupling between metabolic adaptation and motility. The mechanisms of function of FlgS/FlgR-like regulators in other bacterial species ([@B32]; [@B70]; [@B16]) remain yet to be clarified.

In summary, these novel interaction-dependent mechanisms of flagellar sensing indicate that flagellar hierarchy is not only governed by transcriptional regulators involving transmembrane TCS and transport-dependent anti-sigma factors, but also by an intracellular, TCS-dependent sensing mechanism which is not acting alone, but requires auxiliary proteins. These can be structural proteins such as FlhA, but may also involve larger protein complexes. The mechanisms of non-canonical sensing and protein interactions in flagellar regulation in various species need to be investigated in more detail.

Modulation of Motility and Taxis by Co-Regulatory Protein-Protein Interactions and Conformational Changes {#S4}
=========================================================================================================

Chemotaxis sensors can be transmembrane or soluble dimeric sensors, which form arrays of trimers of dimers ([@B20]; [@B105]) and sense different environmental and internal cues. By interacting with the chemotaxis TCS formed by CheA and CheY, they feed sensory information to the basal body of the flagellar organelle ([@B132]; [@B130]). Several studies in different bacterial species provided preliminary data that taxis systems and flagella can sense protein activities or changes in protein-protein interactions, reviewed in [@B3], and also further outlined below. This may be of particular importance for motility functions, since they are required to provide a rapid response to changing environmental conditions, by modifications of either flagellar rotational speed or the direction of rotation ([@B13]; [@B85]; [@B122]), which are both important for the directionality of the biased random walk. Flagellar speed is set at the rotary motor and its interacting flagellar basal body proteins ([@B119]). The direction of flagella rotation is influenced by receptor proteins (methyl-accepting proteins \[MCP\]), which transmit signals to the flagellar base proteins (FliM) via the kinase CheA ([@B115]) and the taxis response regulator protein CheY ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B8]; [@B36]; [@B123]; [@B114]; [@B167]). Therefore, signals feeding into flagellar rotational speed and direction intersect at the flagellar basal body. Several independent studies discussed below reported that proteins of the electron transport chain directly affect motility and taxis. Earlier it was demonstrated that a direct interaction of the bacterial fumarate reductase with the flagellar switch apparatus in *E. coli*, which constitutes a regulatory factor for flagellar rotation, depends on fumarate reductase enzymatic activity ([@B10]; [@B28]). Later, it was also reported that both the F~0~F~1~ ATP synthase and NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase interact with flagellar basal body proteins in *E. coli* ([@B180]). Furthermore, microscopy studies demonstrated that respiratory chain components of *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* arrange in mobile or dynamic aggregations, which are distributed over the whole cell membrane without a preference for the poles or permanent co-localization with the chemotaxis clusters at this site ([@B74]; [@B89]; [@B93]). It can be hypothesized that respiratory chain proteins co-localize with chemotaxis clusters or flagella only temporarily and in a dynamic manner, which might then be instrumental for regulatory processes impacting on speed or direction of flagellar rotation.

In fact, besides modes of bacterial chemotaxis sensing which is based on direct binding of small molecule ligands to periplasmic receptor domains of the MCPs, an alternative sensing mechanism, termed *energy taxis*, has been observed to be widespread in diverse bacterial and archaeal species ([@B54]; [@B156]; [@B147]; [@B2]). Energy taxis can be defined as a metabolism-dependent sensing by intracellular sensors, which includes the integration of multiple cues and signals derived from environmental conditions related to the intra-bacterial energy state and possibly involving protein activity ([@B156]; [@B146]). However, distinct mechanisms of energy sensing have only been reported so far for a handful of designated receptor proteins, which are not canonical transmembrane receptors, but are placed in the cytoplasm ([@B126], [@B127]; [@B116]). One family of intracellular soluble receptors, which respond to oxidative conditions and oxygen and were previously suspected to sense energy indirectly, are in fact activated by an auxiliary sensory subunit protein, ODP, which can directly bind iron and oxygen ([@B116]). ODP directly interacts conformation-dependently with its cognate receptors. However, in the absence of a dedicated auxiliary sensory unit protein, other mechanisms related to protein activity sensing have been proposed for several receptor proteins as summarized below.

The chemotaxis model organism *E. coli* was shown to employ two energy sensors, Aer and Tsr ([@B136]; [@B40]). Aer, initially characterized as an aerotaxis or oxygen taxis sensor carrying a PAS domain, was demonstrated to respond to the intra-bacterial redox potential associated with the electron transport chain. In-depth studies into the *E. coli* Aer sensing mechanism suggest that a close, likely direct, physical association of Aer and the respiratory enzyme NADH dehydrogenase exists ([@B40]). Suggestions on the molecular mechanism have taken into consideration a sensing of electrons from the electron transport chain to Aer via its non-covalently bound FAD cofactor ([@B136]; [@B49]; [@B143]), and a direct interaction of Aer with an electron transport chain enzyme ([@B40]). Such an interaction could deliver information on the intracellular redox potential to Aer. Currently, there is no evidence for direct ligand binding other than FAD by Aer or direct protein-protein interactions. Further studies are needed to address the hypothesis of Aer activity sensing.

More evidence for a strong connection between membrane processes, nutrient acquisition, metabolism, and motility regulation comes from carbohydrate uptake systems at the bacterial membrane. Carbohydrate uptake by the phosphotransferase system (PTS) is a central metabolic function for carbohydrate uptake in many bacteria that also has diverse roles in regulation, including motility and taxis ([@B34]; [@B76]; [@B35]).

The PTS is one of the early examples of *protein activity sensing* by the activity of a membrane transport system, which is metabolically active and at the same time relays information to transcriptional regulators. In many Proteobacteria, also a truncated, secondary PTS exists (PTSNtr), which only acts in regulation. In *E. coli*, PTSNtr interacts with the potassium transporter TrkA and the sensor kinase KdpD, influencing the activity and expression of these and other target proteins ([@B98]). In *R. eutropha*, EIIA(Ntr) interacts with the bifunctional ppGpp synthase/hydrolase SpoT1, a key enzyme and regulator of the stringent response ([@B79]). The EIIA(Ntr) enzyme of this truncated system was thereby able to regulate different metabolic pathways and to transfer nutritional information to the regulatory systems of the bacteria. Other PTS components such as the small heat-stable phospho-carrier protein HPr are also able to bind transcriptional regulators, such as the stationary-phase anti-sigma factor Rsd, which regulates SigmaD activity in *E. coli*, but the downstream outcome of this interaction is less clear ([@B118]).

The PTS system, among other regulatory functions, also delivers signals to the chemotaxis cascade ([@B120]) which then regulates chemotaxis. This was underpinned in a more recent study, when direct protein-protein interactions of PTS components with the taxis TCS were studied and confirmed by positive FRET signals between a CheZ and CheY FRET pair in *E. coli* ([@B149]). In these assays, it was demonstrated that the integrated output of the complete PTS network is transmitted linearly to the chemotaxis pathway, in stark contrast to the amplification of conventional chemotactic stimuli ([@B149]).

Earlier, RecA, the major bacterial recombinase which mediates homologous recombination of DNA, has been shown to play a role in chemotactic and swarming phenotypes and polar localization of a chemoreceptor in *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium ([@B107]). RecA was also found to interact directly with the taxis adaptor protein CheW. In a follow-up study, the same group demonstrated that the inhibition of bacterial surface swarming was due to the net increase of RecA over the taxis sensor kinase CheA in stressed cultures which mounted an SOS response ([@B69]). However, only the presence and increase in protein amounts of RecA, and not necessarily its activation, were sufficient to stop swarming ability. This phenotype seems to be directly related to the extent of polar localization of the chemotaxis machinery, but the exact mechanism remains to be clarified ([@B69]).

In another model bacterium with four taxis sensors, *H. pylori*, the activity of the electron transport chain as a marker of metabolic sufficiency has been proposed to be crucial for energy-tactic behavior by the non-transmembrane taxis receptor TlpD, although it is not clear whether protein activity sensing might directly contribute to these functions ([@B147]; [@B29]). The soluble intracytoplasmic taxis sensor TlpD mediates energy taxis ([@B147]), which has been demonstrated as repellent taxis away from conditions of reduced respiratory chain activity, such as that induced by specific inhibitors ([@B147]) or redox stress ([@B29]). Several of the respiratory chain proteins in all bacteria contain iron-sulfur clusters which are redox-sensitive. In *H. pylori*, some of those are connected to sensing performed by TlpD ([@B14]). The authors identified several novel intracellular protein interaction partners of TlpD by mass spectrometry, including the iron-sulfur cluster-containing enzyme aconitase (AcnB) ([@B7]; [@B14]). Besides the metabolic enzyme AcnB and the chemotaxis histidine kinase CheAY2, catalase KatA was detected as direct physical interactor of TlpD. Additionally, AcnB and KatA were shown to play a role in the subcellular localization of TlpD ([@B14]). The subcellular localization of TlpD can vary between the formation of polar foci, and a cytoplasmic diffuse localized portion, dependent on external nutrient availability and stress conditions ([@B14]). However, despite a clear involvement of the respiratory chain in this energy sensing process ([@B147]), no evidence has been obtained yet that electron transport chain components interact directly with the chemotaxis or flagella machinery in *H. pylori*.

Conversely, TlpD had an effect on transcriptional regulation, impacting the expression of numerous genes involved in redox homeostasis and metabolism ([@B14]). Therefore, it has been hypothesized that TlpD could serve as a linker between the taxis response and metabolic regulatory responses, possibly via the bifunctional regulatory protein AcnB ([@B7]; [@B14]) (see next chapter for AcnB regulatory function). This direct link might be required to cope with energy limitation conditions, thus providing an immediate mechanism to improve the intracellular state of the cell. Furthermore, TlpD integrates responses of the other *H. pylori* taxis sensors (TlpA, TlpB, and TlpC), because it can initiate a dual response not only on the level of motility in the short-term but also by influencing metabolic gene regulation in the medium temporal range.

Taken together, emerging evidence shows the presence of a functional coupling, either by direct interaction or regulatory effects of metabolic enzymes, between electron transport chain components and other transport systems to regulators of metabolic functions, motility and flagella, including the bacterial taxis systems. We argue that this link is crucial in order to connect the energy-consuming functions of the flagellar apparatus to the sum of metabolic activities providing the necessary energy. This link might have been selected during evolution to provide useful feedback responses from metabolism to motility and taxis and vice-versa, in order to adjust motility functions, such as flagellar rotation, number of flagella, or the functionality and amount of chemotaxis receptors to the levels in energy and metabolic activity. These connections underline how important it is for bacteria to efficiently transmit and integrate information on the intracellular energy and nutritional levels into their sensory circuitry. Although the function and evolutionary aspects of the activity sensing processes related to motility are not entirely clear, they definitely highlight the importance to better understand the mechanisms behind the sensing of the intracellular energy state, which may depend on protein activities and protein-protein interactions.

Important Moonlighting Proteins in Motility and Metabolism {#S5}
==========================================================

A discussion about protein activity sensing in metabolism and motility also requires the mention of the term moonlighting proteins. The term was coined about two decades ago ([@B71]), to describe proteins which carry out several (at least two) physiological functions, which frequently include protein or DNA binding at the same time as they undergo conformational change, which leads to the loss of another function or activity such as a catalytic one ([@B73]). Some of these proteins can perform their two roles in parallel or shift gradually between two functions, depending on the environmental and intracellular conditions. Up to now, more than 300 moonlighting proteins have been described in different classes of protein functions, for instance, metabolic enzymes, transcription factors and receptors, comprising many eukaryotic and prokaryotic species ([@B72]). Since their enzyme activity is closely connected to the surrounding conditions, they represent another layer in the regulatory network within a cell. Among the many moonlighting enzymes and proteins with dual, alternating functions, there are numerous examples which moonlight as important regulators or co-regulators of metabolism in bacteria, but relatively few for motility functions. Indeed, we have recognized some novel moonlighting proteins which have a second function as sensors already in the above paragraphs, and we will highlight here a few others which are specifically involved in motility and metabolism.

One prominent and well-characterized example is the citrate cycle enzyme aconitase (AcnB). AcnB has been described as a moonlighting protein with dual functions in *E. coli*, *H. pylori* and other organisms including *Homo sapiens* ([@B154]; [@B6]; [@B72]). Several studies concordantly show that aconitases of various organisms can perform a biphasic switch between a metabolically active and a regulatory function by protein conformational changes ([@B81]; [@B154]; [@B6]; [@B97]; [@B7]). Under oxidative stress or iron depletion, which destroys the iron-sulfur clusters essential for its enzymatic activity, aconitase partially unfolds and can itself bind to particular mRNA sequences, resulting in either an increased or decreased mRNA stability and altered translation of the respective proteins ([@B97]). This ability to couple protein activity with posttranscriptional regulation constitutes a second mode of bacterial sensing-signaling of protein activities with conformational change. In *H. pylori*, aconitase-dependent regulation impacts on both metabolic and motility functions ([@B7]). By RNA mobility shift and proteomics, the authors of the latter study demonstrated that aconitase influences the expression of the intracellular flagellar regulator *flgR*/FlgR, the FlgRS-RpoN-FlgE cascade, and the metabolic proteins urease and hydrogenase. Aconitase also exerts an influence on flagellin gene expression and motility in *S. enterica* serovar Typhimurium ([@B155]). Concordantly, an aconitase mutant showed considerably lower protein levels of the main flagellin FliC. The authors found that this is indirectly mediated, most likely by a stabilizing effect of aconitase on mRNA of the protease gene *ftsH* ([@B155]).

In *Listeria monocytogenes*, which is only motile at lower temperatures due to its biphasic switch between environmental and host-associated lifestyle, GmaR, a bifunctional Glc-Nac transferase, moonlights in motility regulation under conditions of low temperature, when DegU-dependent transcription of its own gene is initiated ([@B148]). Upon production, GmaR binds the constitutively expressed motility repressor MogR and relieves MogR repressor function on motility genes. At the same time, GmaR functionally acts as a glycosylation enzyme for the main flagellin FlaA, which it helps to produce. Upon a temperature shift to 37°C, GmaR undergoes a conformational change which abolishes its MogR binding and anti-repressor function ([@B78]).

Numerous examples of mostly metabolic proteins moonlighting as transcriptional or posttranscriptional co-regulators have been reported ([@B30]; [@B112]). In the following, we would like to highlight just a few of those which are so far known exclusively for broadly regulating core metabolic functions. One important moonlighting protein involved in metabolic regulation is PutA of *Salmonella*, which, on one hand, functions as a proline dehydrogenase, converting proline to glutamate for metabolic purposes, and on the other, as a direct transcriptional repressor of the *put* operon involved in amino acid conversion ([@B92]). Similarly, BirA of *E. coli* harbors enzymatic activity as a biotin synthetase and moonlights as a transcriptional repressor of the *bio* operon ([@B12]). In the *B. subtilis* glutamine pathway, the enzyme glutamine synthetase, termed an activity sensor for nitrogen availability ([@B174]; [@B111]), binds to the transcription factor TnrA, a global regulator of transcription, and prevents TnrA from binding to DNA ([@B174]), which influences multiple metabolic pathways ([@B111]; [@B134]). Also in the glutamate pathway, glutamate dehydrogenase interacts directly with GltC, a LysR-type transcription factor, to influence its transcription-enhancing activity ([@B58]; [@B150]). Additional examples of mostly metabolic proteins moonlighting as transcriptional or posttranscriptional co-regulators have been reported ([@B30]; [@B112]).

In summary, there are many examples which link the maintenance of physiological and metabolic functions to activity sensing mechanisms. Metabolic functions and the control of influx of metabolic substrates are an important source of protein co-factors and sensory proteins necessary for the regulation of intracellular metabolism and other important functions such as motility.

Integration of Bacterial Protein Activity Sensing Into Regulatory Circuitry and Environmental Adaptation {#S6}
========================================================================================================

While bacteria have evolved highly coordinated regulatory systems, it is unclear why protein activity sensing is required or how it is integrated into the regulatory circuitry. Signal integration can work by varying protein expression levels, their activity, conformation and the subcellular localization of the sensory cofactors or the activity-sensing components themselves. Several examples explained above highlight that protein activity sensing in combination with expression levels and feedback mechanisms helps to integrate information on metabolic activities, environmental conditions such as temperature, nutrient transport, oxygen and iron stress, in a direct and fast manner.

Alternative models of signal integration into circuits, which are emerging from recent studies in different bacterial species, include a dynamic protein localization with subcellular rearrangements upon different signals, not only for transmembrane receptors but also for other bacterial proteins ([@B17]; [@B175]; [@B1]; [@B65]). In particular, metabolic features in general seem to have a high potential to influence protein localization. For example, in *Vibrio cholerae*, one set of transmembrane chemotaxis components localized either at the pole or diffuse in the cell depending on the presence and absence of oxygen which can be used as electron acceptor ([@B65]). Recently, in *E. coli* the nitrate reductase, one component of the electron transport chain which is necessary for anaerobic respiration, was also reported to localize dynamically upon switches between aerobic or anaerobic conditions ([@B1]). Only few data are available on soluble cytoplasmic receptors which might regulate motility. One important example is the soluble taxis receptor AerC from *A. brasilense*, which dynamically localizes to the cell poles depending on the levels of oxygen, which is an important factor to guide the bacteria and contribute to their metabolic activity ([@B177]).

In order for bacteria to thrive in different habitats, efficiency in energy sensing and the integration of multiple signals are essential. For pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacteria, the regulatory properties and survival strategies have been evolved to cope with complex and variable environments. While in the early days of pathogen research, researchers focused on the effect of virulence factors in host damage, recently the combination of bacterial traits is viewed more in the context of optimizing the metabolic situation inside the host niche to the benefit of specific bacteria ([@B171]; [@B140], [@B139]; [@B41]). This requires multiple modes of signal integration and regulatory crosstalk, which might involve the direct and indirect sensing of environment- or host-derived compounds and metabolites ([@B153]; [@B95]) as well as metabolic protein activities which feed into sensing. In addition to taxis receptors which perform regulatory functions, some organisms might also dedicate entire chemotaxis systems to perform exclusively regulatory functions benefiting specific lifestyles such as bacterial biofilms or host-associated biology ([@B50]; [@B179]). For instance, in the enteropathogen *V. cholerae*, there are three different operons (cluster I, II, and II) encoding for chemotactic-related genes ([@B138]). In *V. cholerae*, genes from cluster II encode proteins responsible for chemotactic behavior in most environmental conditions. Meanwhile, cytoplasmic receptors associated with proteins encoded by genes from cluster I are specifically induced under low oxygen conditions ([@B65]), leading to the suggestion that these particular receptors and its associated proteins are responsible for chemotactic activity and survival in the host intestine ([@B65]; [@B21]). Moreover, it has been observed that cluster III proteins are observable in microscopy studies during stationary phase only ([@B137]). Other studies have shown that several chemosensory systems have outputs other than mediating a chemotactic response ([@B82]; [@B176]), and instead regulate alternative functions, such as type IV-pili-mediated motility or the modulation of intracellular levels of secondary messengers ([@B64]; [@B184]; [@B176]).

Conclusion and Future Directions {#S7}
================================

Numerous examples now illustrate the role of non-regulator proteins with important primary functions in membrane transport or metabolism as cofactors in central regulatory processes, for example those governing bacterial metabolism, taxis and motility. However, some of the important mechanisms of their sensory and regulatory functionality, in the context of their structure and possible modifications, remain unknown. More examples of complex sensory perception and signal integration by activity sensing and protein-protein interactions are to be discovered in all bacterial taxons. Further research is required to decipher the mechanisms behind temporal and spatial protein activities and localization dynamics, and how those feed into their activities as sensors, cofactors or transmitters of signals. The value of such functions can also be appreciated by mathematically modeling their influence on the activity kinetics of sensory systems and their output. A greater understanding of these processes will be beneficial to the study of bacterial sensing, inter-species communication and their proliferative capacities in the context of hosts and other relevant environments.
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